Scrumdiddlyumptious stories for fans of ROALD DAHL

**The Boy Who Swam with Piranhas**
by David Almond
When his unstable uncle's obsessions take a cruel turn, young Stanley Potts runs away and joins a carnival where he meets the legendary Pancho Pirelli, who swims in piranha tanks and invites Stanley to become his apprentice.

**Floors**
by Patrick Carman
Leo, son of the maintenance man at the Whippet Hotel, knows how quirky the building can be, but when a series of mysterious boxes are left for him, they lead to hidden floors, strange puzzles, and unexpected alliances.

**The League of Beastly Dreadfuls**
by Holly Grant
Moving to a Victorian asylum run by her two eccentric great aunts after her parents die in a tragic vacuum-cleaner accident, 11-year-old Anastasia befriends two mysterious brothers and begins to suspect her aunts are not who they claim to be.

**The Abominables**
by Eva Ibbotson
A century after a yeti captures Lady Agatha Farlingham and takes her to a hidden valley to raise his motherless children, tourism threatens their peaceful existence and young Con and Ellen take these educated and civilized yetis across Europe to Lady Agatha's home in England.

---

Made by the Novelist Book Squad
**Nooks & Crannies**
by Jessica Lawson
Invited to the country estate of a wealthy countess, shy Tabitha, the only child of neglectful parents, joins five other children in a mystery involving dark secrets, sinister disappearances, and hidden treasure.

**The Willoughbys**
by Lois Lowry
After being abandoned by their parents to the care of an odious nanny, the four Barnaby kids, attempting to fulfill their roles as good old-fashioned children, long for their own happy ending in a funny parody that pays tribute to classic works of children’s literature.

**Liesl & Po**
by Lauren Oliver
Escaping from her attic bedroom with the help of a kind ghost, Liesl comes into the possession of a powerful magic box that is being sought desperately by its alchemist creator; a situation that is further complicated by the schemes of Liesl’s cruel stepmother.

**The Whizz Pop Chocolate Shop**
by Kate Saunders
Inheriting their sorcerer uncles’ magical house and famous chocolate shop, 11-year-old twins Oz and Lily are challenged to outmaneuver evil villains who are hunting for the secret to their greatest chocolate recipe.

**The Creature Department**
by Robert Paul Weston
Investigating rumors about a department full of unusual creatures hidden in one of the world’s largest factories, Elliot and Leslie befriend a wondrous group of winged and tentacled beings who are threatened by a menacing adversary.